ST. MUNGO MFG. CO., has been dissolved and after 35 years with the St. Mungo business Jack Jolly and his son Bob have started in on their own to build up another Colonel ball business.

The new line of Colonel balls and private brand balls that Jack and his boy Brandon, have excellent record as producer and supervisor of finest clubs in New England. Address: Ad 1001, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Competent Golf Professional, married, age 28, desires professional or managerial position in south or southwest. Has winter following. At present located at one of finest clubs in New England. Address: Ad 1001, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Greenkeeper now having completed construction and maintenance job is open for new position. Eighteen years’ experience, construction, maintenance, water systems, mechanics, fertilization, etc. Excellent references anywhere. Address: Ad 1008, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Experienced, well-known professional wants winter connection from November 1st to April 15th. Is first instructor and a real business man. Has extensive list of acquaintances in New England that can be developed as patrons for winter resort. Highest rating by manufacturers as a business man. For complete details write: Ad 1010, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Pro-Greenkeeper—22 years’ experience, desires position. High class teacher. Thorough knowledge of golf course maintenance or construction. Expert on tournament conducting and grass fungi. All references. Address: Ad 1048, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Professional with high rating in teaching, playing and diplomatic club service is open for winter engagement. Good business man with excellent references. Go anywhere. Address: Ad 1059, % Golfdom, Chicago.

For Sale—Nine hole golf course overlooking ocean on Oregon Coast Highway with half mile beach frontage. Will sell to reliable party on terms. Address inquiries: Box 646, Brandon, Oregon.

For Sale—One Indoor Golf Net 12 x 12 x 25 ft. $125 value, like new—for $85. Address: Ad 1050, % Golfdom, Chicago.

WANT ADS

Well known greenkeeper, possessing highest recommendations thru-out mid-west, desires change. Expert in all details of course maintenance and construction work on depression budget. Address: Ad 1009, % Golfdom, Chicago.


Professional desires position with a Metropolitan district club. 14 years’ experience with six clubs. Excellent clubmaker, good player and noted for teaching ability. Address: Ad 1063, % Golfdom, Chicago.

For Sale—Nine hole golf course overlooking ocean on Oregon Coast Highway with half mile beach frontage. Will sell to reliable party on terms. Address inquiries: Box 646, Brandon, Oregon.

Pro-Greenkeeper desires change. Seven years at present club. Dependable character, excellent references in regard to course upkeep, teaching and shop activities. High credit rating. Class A member P. G. A. Club financies make change desirable. Address: Ad 1005, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Wanted: Experienced power mower salesman by established dealer in New York state. Man must be competent to gradually assume charge of course maintenance department of the business. Must have excellent record as producer and supervisor of service. Address: Ad 1007, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Competent Golf Professional, married, age 28, desires professional or managerial position in south or southwest. Has winter following. At present located at one of finest clubs in New England. Address: Ad 1001, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Greenkeeper now having completed construction and maintenance job is open for new position. Eighteen years’ experience, construction, maintenance, water systems, mechanics, fertilization, etc. Excellent references anywhere. Address: Ad 1008, % Golfdom, Chicago.

Experienced, well-known professional wants winter connection from November 1st to April 15th. Is first instructor and a real business man. Has extensive list of acquaintances in New England that can be developed as patrons for winter resort. Highest rating by manufacturers as a business man. For complete details write: Ad 1010, % Golfdom, Chicago.